CLAY / TERRACOTA
WORKSHOP
Age 4 to 15

PEN & INK
ARCHITECTURE
STUDY
AGE 7+

HOLIDAY
PALETTE
artrageous
camp
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You can mash, squish, flatten,
string out, roll, hollow, color,
build, join, coil, cut, decorate
and just simply learn how to
have fun with clay. We will be
molding, sculpting and
decorating clay into our own
personal and individual art
pieces. Children can make a
3D fantasy inspired by famous
stories and characters. You
can expect to get messy, get
creative and have fun in this
clay sculpture class!

FEES:
4 Lessons
5 Lessons

2hrs
2hrs

$175
$220

KNIFE PAINTING
Age 8+
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Learn to draw three
dimensional forms of
buildings and structures
using multiple pen and ink
techniques. Students will
pick up the skills of
constructing volume,
unde rstanding
perspective, as well as
studies of light and
shadow. Highly suitable
for students who want to
improve their drawing skills
or have aspirations to
become an Architect.

FEES:

6 Lessons

FEES :

5 Lessons

2hrs

$295

6 LESSON COURSES

MONET MOTION
4 DAY CAMP

$850

2 DAY CAMP

$450

(10am - 5pm)

(10am - 5pm)
4 - 17yrs old

2hrs

$265

RETURNING
STUDENTS
Explore how to achieve vibrant
colors in your paintings by
layering acrylic paint with a
palette knife.
This is an amazingly easy
technique to learn and utilize.
This workshop includes in-depth
demonstrations of mixing paint
and styles of application with a
variety of knives to create more
and more complicated works.
You will be thrilled with the
outcome on a big canvas
(24x36)!

*ALL CHILDREN WHO HAVE
ATTENDED THIS WORKSHOP
EARLIER WOULD BE
ATTEMPTING HIGHER LEVEL
WORKS.

contact us

4 Programs
- Little Blossoms /
Working with Mediums
- Sculpture/ Terracotta
- Sketching
- Big Canvas Painting /
Contemporary Art
DAILY SCHEDULE
10am - 12pm
- Art Class
12pm - 12:30pm - Lunch & Movie
		
Art Critique
12:30pm - 2pm - Art Class
2pm - 2:30pm - Art Class
		
Full Day
		
Extension
2:30pm - 3pm - Art Experiment/
Snack Break
3pm - 5pm
- Art Class

HALF DAY CAMP

(10am - 2pm )

f

2 DAY CAMP

4 DAYS
2 DAYS

$500
$300

The Mandarin Gardens , Siglap Road No.15, #01-07, Singapore 448912
The Siglap Centre, 55 Siglap Road, #02-18, Singapore 455871

ALL AGES

4 DAY CAMP

HOLIDAY WORKSHOPS FOR 2.5 - 17YRS & ADULTS
BIG CANVAS
LITTLE BLOSSOMS
WORKING WITH
MEDIUMS
CLAY WORKSHOP
KNIFE PAINTING
ADULT WORKSHOP

CONTEMPORARY
ART
IN THE STYLE OF
MASTERS
SKETCHING //
PORTRAITURE
PEN & INK
ARCHITECTURE
STUDY

PORTRAIT PAINTING

CULTURAL ART
IMMERSION
MOM & ME
PAINTING
ARTRAGEOUS CAMP
2 DAYS & 4 DAYS

WORKING WITH
MEDIUMS
Age 6-8 and 8-17

SKETCHING //
PORTRAITURE

BIG CANVAS

LANDSCAPE
EXPERIMENTAL
ART //
CONTEMPORARY
ART EXPRESSION

Age 5 to15

Age 8 to 15

HOLIDAY
PALETTE

Mix Media Age 8+ to 17

a la carte

13TH MARCH 13TH APRIL

2017
CLASS TIMES
Mon - Thu: 10am-12pm,
2.45pm - 4.45pm, 5pm - 7pm
Sat & Sun: 9.45am - 11.45am,
12pm - 2pm, 3pm - 5pm

IN THE STYLE OF
THE MASTERS
Oil Painting Age 7½ to 17

This oil painting workshop will
teach you how to paint
professionally in the style of the
famous artists of your choice,
e.g. Van Gogh, Picasso,
Matisse and Monet. Learn
about classical drawing and
painting techniques like the
Masters. You are encouraged
to innovate and add your own
personal touches to the work.

FEES:
6 Lessons

2hrs

ADULT WORKSHOP

$280

A signature program of Little
Artists – the program aims to
stimulate the visual senses by
exposing the students to
various mediums. Children
can select a choice of three
mediums and subjects. At the
end of the workshop, children
feel confident and enriched
with new techniques
acquired. The program is
personalized to match the
ability and interest of the
student.

FEES:
6 Lessons

2hrs

$280

This is a workshop for those who
want to improve on their
drawing and shading skills. You
will learn how to render what
you see more accurately and
realistically. Students will study
facial features and proportions
carefully. The medium used will
be pencil, charcoal and soft
pastel on variety of papers.
Students have choice to go
for still life and other subjects if
they prefer that.

FEES:
6 Lessons

2hrs

$220

PORTRAIT PAINTING
Age 9+

FEES:
6 Lessons
4 Lessons
6 Lessons

1hr
2hrs
2hrs

$190
$180
$265

Do you love pretty delicate
things or do you like to explore
the exciting world of pirates
and mermaids. You can paint
a big canvas and design an
artwork of your inspiration using
various textures and materials
learning the techniques of
acrylics. This class is particularly
suitable for girls and boys who
want to create something
spectacular and beautiful for
their bedroom.

FEES:
4 Lessons

2hrs

$175

Age 7+

Age 2½ to 7+

The program is intended to
explore the spectrum of little
ones imagination. Children
have a choice from step by
step drawing and painting
with various mediums, craft,
printmaking, festive art,
master artists, creative
expression, printmaing and
many other creative
activities. This gives them
hands on experience, makes
them knowledgeable and
immerses them in the joy of
learning art, making their
holiday meaningful.

PAINTING FOR LITTLE ONES :
MY FAVOURITE THINGS

CULTURAL ART
IMMERSION

LITTLE BLOSSOMS

This program is for students who
want to explore how to draw
and paint portraits. You will
learn technical skills on how to
produce accurate and
meaningful portraits through a
series of structured exercises.
Throughout the planned
exercises teachers will work
closely at the individual level to
help each student’s portraiture
interest come to life. This class
will have students with various
levels of experience. Students
can select two mediums with
which to create two portraits.

This is a fun and enriching
workshop which takes students
through a journey of different
cultures through the study of
their art. Children study the
influence of culture and beliefs
on art and the significance of
symbols in the creation of art.
Students would be making 2-3
projects depending on their
interests and skills from a range
of countries and materials,
such as plaster of paris murals,
block printing, masks, and
cultural paintings.

FEES:
6 Lessons

FEES :
6 Lessons

2hrs

$280

This program is for participants
with little or no experience.
It aims to provide a rich and
vital environment to make
sense of the world around
you. Many who try painting as
a leisure activity find it
challenging. With individual
instructions and
demonstractions, participants
feel confident creating an
astounding piece.

2hrs

$295

CONTEMPORARY ART & RELIEF
WORK
A favorite program of all
bringing excitement,
experiment and new learning.
In this program children will
learn many techniques from
glazing, texturing, blending
and usage of the
unconventional materials to
prepare an inspirational
landscape. Be inspired by
contemporary artists’ and push
the boundaries of your
imagination, experimentation
and process.

EXPERIMENTAL LANDSCAPE
This is in the same genre as
contemporary art expression
but specific to landscapes
only. Suitable for all ages and
beginners

FEES:
6 Lessons

2hrs

$280

Oil Painting // Watercolors //
Soft pastels // Sketching //
Charcoal // Printmaking
Programs Schedule :
Wed & Thu: 9:30am-11:30am
Sun: 5-7pm

Fees:
6 Lessons

2hrs

$280

MOM & ME
PAINTING
All ages

Create lasting memories
together through the
exploration of painting! Spend
a wonderful time painting a
special piece together or if your
child is older then you can opt
to book a time to paint
separately, create individual
artworks to give each other. You
do not have to be a Mom to join
this – dads, grandparents, aunts
and uncles are also welcome!
FEES:
Three sessions painting together
on one canvas (18x24)
2hrs
$135
Three separate sessions for each
of you on 2 separate canvases
(18x24)
2hrs
$270

